
 
KS1 Long Term Planning Overview for Computing  

 

Y1 
 

Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

 
 
 

Computer 
Science 

To use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour 
of simple programs. To understand a computer 
does something it is following instructions called 
code. 
 
Pupils to use Bee-bots app to complete levels of 
code. Then pupils to use the Bee-bots. Pupils 
program Bee-bots to navigate from one point to 
another using a specific direction.     
 

 

 

To use programs execute by following orders. 
To understand that programs respond to inputs to do 
different things. 
 
Unit 1a: On the move – Pupils learn that programs execute 
by following clear instructions and programs respond to 
inputs to do different things. 

 Lesson 1: Making things move 

 Lesson 2: Fairy Stories 

 Lesson 3: Click and go 

 Lesson 4: Another planet 

 Lesson 5: Your own app (start) 

 Lesson 6: Your own app (click) 
 

To create and debug simple programs. 
To understand that programs respond to inputs to  
do different things. 
 
Unit 1b: Simple inputs - Pupils learn to combine start 
up and input events to create more advanced 
apps/programs, giving precise instructions. 

 Lesson 1: Burst the bubbles 

 Lesson 2: Catch the fish 

 Lesson 3: Magic castle 

 Lesson 4: Emergency! 

 Lesson 5: Own app (click/start) 

 Lesson 6: Own app(add events) 
 

 
 

Information 
Technology 

To create and manipulate digital content. 
 
Create a book on 2publish + that is linked to texts 
used in English (Brown Bear Brown Bear) 
 
Pupil re-tell the story using text, pictures and 
sound. 
 

 

To organise, store and retrieve digital content.  
 

Using a computer to connect with other children, sharing 
data. Pupils understand the principles of computing 
/sharing data + file system. 
 
Children to create a shopping list and save on shared area. 
Then children access others work using the shared area and 
create own simple bar graph using 2simple program. 
 

 

To collect information.  
 

Using the internet, Pupils collect suitable 
information online + offline they need to use for a 
local visit to Saltburn. Pupil compare a range of 
information to check to find its accuracy and if it is 
consistent with other sources. 

 

 
 
 

Digital  
Literacy 

 

Classroom Display 
Discuss the importance of:  
E-safety. With the pupils decide and create an e-
safety display for the classroom. 
 

Going Places Safely  
Learn that they can go exciting places online, but 
they need to follow certain rules to remain safe. 
 

 

My Creative Work 
Introduce the concept of having ownership over creative 
work. Pupils put their name/date on something they made. 
 
 

Keep it Private 
Learn that many websites ask for information that is private 
and discuss how to responsibly handle such requests. 

 

ABC Searching 
Search for pictures online by clicking on letters of 
the alphabet using directory sites. 
 

Sending Email 
Explore how they can use email to communicate 
with real people within their schools, families and 
communities 
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Y2 
 

Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

 
 
 
 
 

Computer 
Science 

To understand that algorithms are implemented 
as programs on digital devices. 
 

Use Bee-Bot app to introduce basic programming 
to pupils. Pupils required completing task such as, 
unlocking doors and collecting treasure using a 
control panel.  
 
Pupils create a sequence of instructions to perform 
a specific task. Understand that programs execute 
by following precise and unambiguous instructions. 
 

To understand what algorithms are and that programs 
execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions. 
 
Unit 2a:Different sorts of input– Pupils learn that programs 
respond to different sorts of inputs  

 Lesson 1: Using the keyboard 

 Lesson 2: Red Riding Hood 

 Lesson 3: Snow White 

 Lesson 4: Up in the air 

 Lesson 5: Shark attack 

 Lesson 6: Your Own app 
 

To use logical reasoning to explain cause and effect. 
 
Unit 2b: Buttons and instructions – Pupils learn that 
one object can be used to control another object, 
writing code 

 Lesson 1: Fly a helicopter 

 Lesson 2: Find Princess necklace 

 Lesson 3: Find my cat 

 Lesson 4: Hungry Migbod 

 Lesson 5: Own app 

 Lesson 6: Own app (choose events) 
 

 
 

Information 
Technology 

Creating and manipulating digital content. 
 

Using ‘Green Screening’ technology to place pupils 
in different environments.  
 
Using ‘Morfo’ to express characters’ feelings. 

 

To use technology purposefully to create, organise store 
and retrieve digital content. 
 

Using ‘iMovie’ to create a short instructional video about 
how to make an item of food.  
 

 

To present information and data. 
 

Using PowerPoint: To create a presentation about 
habitats. Pupils learns to insert text/images into a 
simple presentation software package. Understand 
that arrow keys move the slides on. 
 

 

 
 
 

Digital  
Literacy 

 

Classroom Display 
Discuss the importance of:  
E-safety. With the pupils decide and create an e-
safety display for the classroom. 
 
Staying Safe Online 
Understand that they should stay safe online by 
choosing websites that are good for them to visit. 
 
 

Follow the D – trail 
Learn that the information they put online leaves a digital 
footprint or ‘trail’. This can be helpful or hurtful. 
  
Screen out the Mean 
Learn that pupils sometimes can act like bullies when they 
are online. Explore what cyberbullying means. 
 
 
 

Using Keywords 
Understand that keyword searching is an effective 
way to locate information on the internet. 
 
Sites I Like 
Discuss criteria for rating informational websites 
and apply them to an assigned site. Learn that all 
websites are not equally reliable. 
 
 

 


